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a b s t r a c t

Efficient on-chip power delivery is a significant design challenge in heterogeneous real time systems
with multiple power domains. The power efficiency of the overall heterogeneous power delivery system
has recently been shown to be a strong function of the clustering of the power supplies – the specific
configuration in which the power converters and regulators are co-designed. A recursive clustering
algorithm with polynomial computational complexity is proposed for a dynamically controllable power
distribution system. The algorithm is evaluated on IBM power grid benchmark circuits, yielding up to a
21% increase in power efficiency, and orders of magnitude speedup in runtime.

& 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The delivery of high quality power to the on-chip circuitry with
minimum energy loss is a fundamental requirement of all inte-
grated circuits (ICs). The supply voltage, current density, and
parasitic impedance, however, do not scale well with each tech-
nology generation, degrading the quality of the power delivered
from the off-chip power supplies to the on-chip load circuitry.
The challenge becomes even more significant as the diversity of
modern systems increases and dynamic voltage scaling (DVS)
becomes an integrated part of the power management process.
Recently, hundreds of on-chip power domains with tens of
different supply voltage levels have been reported, and
thousand-core ICs are being considered [1–7]. Commercial pro-
ducts integrating tens of power domains with different supply
voltages are already commercially available (e.g., Toshiba HD
Decoding Chip with 25 power domains [6], and Samsung Exynos
4 Quad Core with 28 LDO regulators [7]). The number of on-chip
power domains and voltage supplies is expected to significantly
increase. Dynamic voltage scaling and fine grain power manage-
ment are becoming commonly used within commercial products.
ICs will be partitioned into a fine grain structure, and the power
will be individually delivered and dynamically managed within

each domain. In this configuration, the co-design of many hun-
dreds of on-chip power converters and regulators will be neces-
sary. This paper is intended to provide a methodology for
managing power in this environment of many hundreds of
distributed on-chip power regulators.

To maintain a high quality power supply despite increasing off-
and on-chip parasitic impedances, hundreds of power converters
should ultimately be integrated on-chip, close to the loads within‘
the individual multiple power domains [8]. Power efficient switch-
ing mode power supplies (SMPS) [9–17] are composed of, among
other elements, passive elements that significantly increase the
physical size, making distributed regulation impractical. Alterna-
tively, linear power supplies exhibit a relatively small area [18–27],
an important characteristic for on-chip integration. The power
efficiency of linear power supplies degrades with increasing
dropout voltage, making conversion with linear converters power
inefficient with large dropout voltages.

Recently, a principle of separation of power conversion and
regulation has been introduced [28] that addresses the issue of
power efficiency in distributed power supply systems. To optimize
the power efficiency of the overall system, power should be
primarily converted with a few power efficient switching supplies,
delivered to on-chip voltage clusters, and regulated with linear
low dropout (LDO) regulators within the individual power
domains. The separation principle with multiple voltage clusters
is illustrated in Fig. 1 by a heterogeneous power delivery system
with multiple power domains, off-chip/in-package/on-chip SMPS
power converters, and on-chip LDO power regulators.

Several schemes for heterogeneous power delivery [29,8,30–32]
that consider tens to hundreds of on-chip power regulators have
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recently been proposed. Optimizing the power delivery process in
terms of the co-design of the on-chip voltage regulators, decoupling
capacitors, and current loads have been proposed in [29,8,30–32].
The stability of a distributed power delivery system where several
power supplies drive the same low impedance power grid is an
additional concern, and should be addressed as power delivery
systems become more complicated with multiple on-chip power
regulators operating off the same grid. The co-design of hundreds to
thousands of on-chip regulators with multiple switching converters
is a new design objective. In energy efficient systems, the voltage and
current are dynamically scaled within the individual power domains,
affecting the voltage drop across the LDO regulators and the overall
efficiency of the power delivery system. Optimal real time clustering
of the power supplies decreases the voltage drop within the LDO
regulators, increasing overall power efficiency. Exhaustive approaches
for clustering power supplies are computationally impractical in DVS
systemswith hundreds to thousands of power domains. Other existing
approaches for on-chip power delivery are ad hoc in nature and not
optimal. A computationally efficient methodology to co-design in
runtime switching converters and on-chip LDO regulators within a
heterogeneous system is proposed in this paper, achieving high quality
power and efficiency within limited on-chip area. The power savings
with the proposed approach are evaluated with IBM power grid
benchmarks, demonstrating up to a 24% increase in power efficiency
with the proposed voltage clusters. Significant speedup is exhibited
with the proposed recursive clustering algorithm, exhibiting polyno-
mial computational complexity.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The effects of the
number of power supplies, on-chip power supply voltages, and
clustering topology on the power efficiency of a static and
dynamically controlled heterogeneous power delivery systems
are described, respectively, in Sections 2 and 3. A computationally
efficient algorithm for optimally clustering power supplies is
demonstrated in Section 4. Separation of power conversion and
regulations in benchmark circuits is evaluated in Section 5. The
paper is concluded in Section 6.

2. Power efficiency in heterogeneous power delivery systems

To exploit the different advantages of both switching and linear
converters, a heterogeneous power delivery system is considered
that converts the power in off-chip or in-package switching power
supplies and regulates the on-chip power with compact linear
power supplies, minimizing the LDO voltage drops and on-chip

power losses. With tens of off-chip or in-package SMPS converters
and up to thousands of power domains regulated by individual on-
chip LDO regulators, the design complexity of the power delivery
system has significantly increased. The design complexity has
further increased due to the multiple number and output voltage
levels of the SMPS converters.

The concept of clustering in a heterogeneous power delivery
system is introduced in this section. The choice of the number and
output voltage levels for the SMPS converters, and clustering
topology of the on-chip power supplies are also described.

In a power delivery system with thousands of on-chip voltage
regulators driven by multiple power converters, several topologies
exist to determine the LDO input and SMPS output voltages. The
voltage at the output of an LDO is determined by the power
requirements of the regulated power domain. The voltage drop
within the on-chip voltage regulators is therefore based on the
power supply clustering and power domain specifications, affect-
ing the overall power efficiency of a distributed heterogeneous
system. For a finite number of power supply clusters, an optimal
clustering exists that minimizes the voltage drop across the
distributed LDO regulators which maximizes the efficiency of the
power delivery system. Efficiently determining the optimum
power clustering is the primary objective of this work. The key
to determining the optimal clusters is understanding how the
efficiency varies with different parameters in a heterogeneous
power delivery system. Efficiently determining the optimum
power clustering is critical for maximizing the power efficiency
of the overall power delivery system.

To explore the efficiency of the proposed heterogeneous power
delivery system, consider a system with S off-chip or in-package
SMPS converters and L on-chip LDO regulators, delivering power
to L power domains with N different supply voltages fðV ðiÞ

DD; I
ðiÞ
DDÞg

N

i ¼ 1.
Intuitively, LDO regulators that control power domains with similar
supply voltages should be assigned to the same voltage cluster.
Thus, to explore the power efficiency of a heterogeneous power
delivery system, L¼NZS is assumed. The ith SMPS supplies power
to li LDO regulators ðΣli ¼ L¼NÞ, forming the ith voltage cluster. The
proposed heterogeneous system is illustrated in Fig. 2 with off-chip
converters. Note that the SMPS, LDO regulators, and supply voltages
are assumed to be ordered such that

V ðiÞ
SMPSoV ðjÞ

SMPS if fio jg; ð1Þ

V ði;mÞ
LDO oV ðj;nÞ

LDO if fio jg or fi¼ j; mong; ð2Þ

V ðiÞ
DDoV ðjÞ

DD if fio jg; ð3Þ

where V ðiÞ
SMPS is the output voltage of the SMPS in the ith cluster,

V ði;mÞ
LDO is the output voltage of themth LDO in the ith cluster, and V ðjÞ

DD

is the voltage supplied to the jth power domain. Thus, the cluster
topology K of the power supplies is determined by the distribution

of the LDO regulators within the SMPS clusters K ¼ fligSi ¼ 1. Alter-
natively, to determine the optimal power supply clustering, it is
sufficient to determine the number of voltage regulators in each
SMPS cluster that minimizes the voltage drops. This observation
suggests that the optimal power clustering can be determined from
the optimal clusters in systems with fewer power supplies. To
recursively determine the optimal power supply clustering, an
analytic expression for the power efficiency as a function of the
number of power supplies and power domain requirements is
required.

The power loss within an LDO increases with larger dropout
voltage ðV ðiÞ

SMPS�V ði;mÞ
LDO Þ and higher quiescent current Iði;mÞ

LDO;Q , limiting

Fig. 1. Heterogeneous power delivery with multiple power domains.
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the power efficiency of the LDO φLDO,

φði;mÞ
LDO ¼ V ði;mÞ

LDO

V ðiÞ
SMPS

�
Iði;mÞ
LDO;Q

Iði;mÞ
LDO

: ð4Þ

Alternatively, the leakage current within an LDO significantly
decreases with adaptive current bias [26,33–35], yielding a current
efficiency higher than 99.95% ðIði;mÞ

LDO þ Iði;mÞ
LDO;Q � Iði;mÞ

LDO Þ. The switching
power supplies also exhibit high, ideally 100% power efficiency.
Thus, the power efficiency of a heterogeneous power delivery
system φ shown in Fig. 2 is primarily limited by the voltage
efficiency of the linear regulators, yielding

φ¼ ∑N
i ¼ 1V

ðiÞ
DDI

ðiÞ
DD

∑S
i ¼ 1ðV

ðiÞ
SMPS �∑li

m ¼ 1I
ði;mÞ
LDO Þ

: ð5Þ

Thus, in a heterogeneous system with a specific number of power
domains, the efficiency of a power delivery system is a strong
function of the number and output voltage of the SMPS converters,

respectively, N and fV ðiÞ
SMPSg

S

i ¼ 1, and the clustering topology of the

on-chip power supplies fligSi ¼ 1 (see (5)).
The voltage supplied by an LDO to a power domain cannot be

stepped up. The output voltage of each SMPS is therefore higher
than the output voltage of the LDO regulators within an SMPS

cluster, yielding V ðiÞ
SMPSZV ði;mÞ

LDO ; 81rmr li. Alternatively, the power
efficiency of a power delivery system increases with smaller LDO

dropout voltages ðV ðiÞ
SMPS�V ði;mÞ

LDO ; 81rmr liÞ. Thus, to minimize the
power loss within the ith SMPS cluster, the output voltage of an
SMPS is

V ðiÞ
SMPS ¼ max

1rmr li
V ði;mÞ
LDO þVDrop; ð6Þ

where VDrop is the minimum dropout voltage across the output
transistor of an LDO. The voltage at the SMPS output should be as
low as possible as long as the voltage is higher than all of the LDO
output voltages within the cluster. The preferred SMPS output
voltage in (6) with the power efficiency φ described by (5) yields

the optimum power efficiency for a specific choice of clusters,

φ¼ ∑N
i ¼ 1V

ðiÞ
DDI

ðiÞ
DD

∑S
i ¼ 1ðmax1rmr li V

ði;mÞ
LDO þVDropÞ∑li

m ¼ 1I
ði;mÞ
LDO

: ð7Þ

Intuitively, the granularity of the voltage levels supplied to the
on-chip regulators increases with a larger number of SMPS
converters S, lowering the voltage drop across the on-chip dis-
tributed regulators. The maximum power efficiency of a hetero-
geneous power delivery system occurs when S¼ L¼N, yielding

φ¼ ∑N
i ¼ 1V

ðiÞ
DDI

ðiÞ
DD

∑N
i ¼ 1ðV

ðiÞ
DDþVDropÞIðiÞDD

: ð8Þ

The 100% power efficiency limit is approached with VDrop5
V ðiÞ
DD; 8 i.
In a practical heterogeneous power delivery system, the num-

ber of SMPS converters is smaller than the number of on-chip LDO
regulators ðSoLÞ. Several options therefore exist to include the on-
chip LDO regulators within SMPS clusters, affecting the power
efficiency of the overall power delivery system. To illustrate the
effect of the clustering topology on the power efficiency of a power
delivery system, a heterogeneous system is considered with two
switching converters and three linear regulators, supplying equal
current IDD to three power domains fV ðiÞ

DDg ¼ f1:8 V;1:1 V;1:0 Vg.
Assume VDrop ¼ 0:1. The power supply clusterings K1 ¼ f1;2g and
K2 ¼ f2;1g for the heterogeneous system with S¼2 and L¼N¼ 3
are shown in Fig. 3. The voltage at the output of the switching
converters is determined from (6), yielding a power efficiency
(from (10)), φðK1Þ ¼ 91% and φðK2Þ ¼ 80%. Determining the opti-
mal clustering of the on-chip power supplies is an important
challenge in a heterogeneous power efficient system.

3. Dynamic control in heterogeneous power delivery systems

Power domain DVS is an important capability for efficiently
managing the power budget in hundred- and thousand-core ICs,
further increasing the design complexity of a power delivery
system. As the voltage supplied by an LDO to a power domain

Fig. 2. Heterogeneous power delivery system with S off-chip switching converters, L¼N ¼ Σli on-chip linear regulators, and N on-chip power domains.
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changes, the voltage dropout within the LDO varies. As a result, the
power saved during low power operation is dissipated within the
regulators. Varying load currents affect the efficiency of the power
supplies in a similar way. Thus, in a system with fixed power
supply clusters, the energy efficiency of a power delivery system is
not optimal. To avoid excessive dissipation of power, SMPS clusters
should be dynamically reconfigured in every time slotΔt based on
the temporarily required voltage and current levels within the
individual power domains. A heterogeneous system for real time
power management in modern high performance integrated
circuits is illustrated in Fig. 4.

The power savings due to both dynamic control over the power
delivery process and power switching losses should be considered.
The optimal power supply clusters are determined during each
control time slot, decreasing the voltage dropout within the
regulators and increasing the overall energy efficiency with
shorter time slots. Alternatively, the duration of the control time
slot Δt is inversely proportional to the power dissipated by a
MOSFET switch in the ith power domain,

PðiÞ
SW ¼ f sw � tave � VOff � IðiÞDD; ð9Þ

where f sw ¼ 1=Δt is the system switching frequency, tave is the
MOSFET average on/off time, VOff is the switch off voltage, and

Iði;mÞ
LDO þ Iði;mÞ

LDO;Q � Iði;mÞ
LDO . Power losses of the proposed system, therefore,

increase with higher switching frequencies, and are considered
here to determine the preferred duration of the control time slot
Δt ¼ 1=f sw. The optimal power efficiency in (5) with switching
power losses is

φ¼ ∑N
i ¼ 1V

ðiÞ
DDI

ðiÞ
DD

∑S
i ¼ 1ðV

ðiÞ
SMPSþ f sw � tave � VOff Þ∑li

m ¼ 1I
ði;mÞ
LDO

: ð10Þ

Both analog and digitally controlled LDO regulators with voltage
drops as low as 0.15 V down to 0.05 V have recently been reported
[36,37,34,38], yielding VDrop � VOff . Thus, for a sufficiently long
control time slotΔt ¼ 1=f swbtave, the power dissipated within the
switches is significantly lower than the power dissipated within
the LDO and can therefore be neglected. Modern MOSFET switches
are capable of switching within tens of nanoseconds [39], exhibit-
ing a practical target for the Δtbtave requirement in dynamically
controlled heterogeneous systems. Alternatively, a real time power
delivery management system poses a significant computational
challenge. Thus, a computationally efficient method to co-design
the on-chip power supplies in modern high performance circuits is
required.

4. Computationally efficient power supply clustering

The optimal clustering topology with minimum power losses
can be obtained by exhaustively comparing the power efficiency φ
(see (10)) for all possible clusterings, and choosing the configura-
tion with the maximum efficiency. The number of possible
clusterings, however, grows exponentially with S, producing a
computationally infeasible solution. To efficiently determine the
preferable power supply clusters, an alternative computationally
efficient solution is required. A power supply clustering algorithm
with OðN2 � SÞ is described in this section. A recursive analytic
expression is provided for power supply clustering with L LDO
regulators and S SMPS in smaller power delivery systems (loL
LDO regulators and s¼ S�1 SMPS). Recursive power supply
clustering, similar to exhaustive power supply clustering, yields
the optimal power supply clusters.

The key idea behind the proposed algorithm is determining the
number of voltage regulators within a high voltage SMPS cluster in
OðNÞ. Once the number of LDO regulators in a high voltage SMPS
cluster is determined, the problem of power supply clustering is
reformulated for the remaining LDO regulators and a smaller number
of SMPS clusters. To exemplify the proposed solution, consider a
heterogeneous system with three switching converters ðS¼ 3Þ and
five linear regulators ðL¼ 5Þ, supplying equal current IDD to five
power domains ðN¼ 5Þ fV ðiÞ

DDg ¼ f3:3 V;2:6 V, 1:8 V;1:6 V;1:0 Vg.
The optimum power supply clustering KOPT ð5;3Þ ¼ fl1; l2; l3g,
Σli ¼ 5 is determined recursively based on the number of LDO
regulators in the high voltage cluster l3, and lower order optimal
supply clustering KOPT ð4;2Þ, KOPT ð3;2Þ, and KOPT ð2;2Þ. A single
recursive step is illustrated in Fig. 5, demonstrating three possible
alternatives for clustering with one ðl3 ¼ 1Þ, two ðl3 ¼ 2Þ, and three

Fig. 3. Power supply clusterings for a heterogeneous power delivery system with S¼2 and L¼N ¼ 3, (a) K1 ¼ f1;2g and (b) K2 ¼ f2;1g.

Fig. 4. Heterogeneous power delivery with multiple dynamically controllable
power domains.
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ðl3 ¼ 3Þ LDO regulators within the high voltage SMPS cluster.
Given the lower order clustering KOPT ð4;2Þ, KOPT ð3;2Þ, and
KOPT ð2;2Þ, the optimum clustering KOPT ð5;3Þ is determined with
linear computational complexity by comparing the power effi-
ciencies φfKOPT ð4;2Þ;1g, φfKOPT ð3;2Þ;2g, and φfKOPT ð2;2Þ;3g, and
choosing the clustering topology that minimizes the power losses.

For a general clustering algorithm, consider clustering L on-
chip LDO regulators within S SMPS clusters to deliver power to
L power domains with N¼L different supply voltages. The optimal
clustering topology of a systemwith N different supply voltages and
S SMPS KOPT ðN; SÞ ¼ fligSi ¼ 1, ∑li ¼N is determined recursively by

KOPT ðN; SÞ ¼ fKOPT ðN�n0; S�1Þ; lSg; ð11Þ
with the initial conditions,

KOPT ðN;2Þ ¼ fN� lS; lSg; ð12Þ

KOPT ðN; S¼NÞ ¼ f1;2;…;Ng; ð13Þ
where 1r lSrðN�SÞ is the number of LDO regulators in the high
voltage SMPS cluster. To maximize the overall power efficiency of
the system, the number of LDO regulators in the last SMPS cluster is

φðKOPT ðN; SÞÞ ¼max
lS

φðfKOPT ðN� lS; S�1Þ; lSgÞ: ð14Þ

Once the power supply clusters are recursively determined, the
maximum voltage level within each SMPS cluster determines the
SMPS output and LDO input voltage based on (6). Pseudo-code of
the algorithm for determining the LDO input voltages based on the
proposed clustering is shown in Fig. 6.

The LDO input voltages in a system with a single ðS¼ 1Þ
switching converter and the maximum number of SMPS ðS¼NÞ
are determined, respectively, at lines 2–4 and 5–7. To determine
the optimal clustering of a general system with ð1oSoNÞ switch-
ing converters, lines 8 through 44 are executed. The LDO input
voltages for all of the systems with srS SMPS and lrL LDO
regulators are determined progressively and stored in matrix
all_VLDO. The matrix is allocated and initiated based on (12)
and (13) at lines 9–19. The voltage levels at the LDO input voltages
are determined in a loop (see lines 21–22) for systems with a
progressively increasing number of power supplies. All of the high
voltage cluster configurations with a different numbers of LDO
regulators are determined at lines 30–32. The power efficiency of
different configurations is compared at lines 33–37, determining
the most power efficient system. The number of efficiency com-
parisons required to determine the optimal clustering KOPT ðN; SÞ
given all of the optimal clusterings of lower order KOPT ðnoN; soSÞ
is N�S. The computational complexity to determine the most

power efficient clusters with N¼L LDO regulators and S SMPS
converters is therefore

∑
S

s ¼ 1
∑
N

n ¼ s
Oðn�sÞ

� �
¼OðN2 � SÞ; NZS: ð15Þ

To estimate the power efficiency of the recursive power supply
clustering algorithm, a heterogeneous power delivery system with
25 supply voltage levels ðN¼ 25Þ and 25 on-chip linear regulators
ðL¼ 25Þ is considered. The number of off-chip switching conver-
ters is evaluated for 1 to 25 converters ð1rSr25Þ. A voltage drop
of VDrop¼0.1 V, and 100 random profiles of domain voltages and
currents of, respectively, 0.5–2 V and 0.5–3.5 A, are considered.
The maximum power efficiency with an average domain voltage
and current of, respectively, 1.25 V and 2 A is evaluated based on (8),
yielding 93% power efficiency for S¼25. The power efficiency of a
heterogeneous power delivery system with the power supply
clusters determined by a recursive analysis is illustrated in Fig. 7.
As expected, a maximum 93% power efficiency is achieved for S¼N.
An average power efficiency above 82% is demonstrated for SZ3.
Thus, the power efficiency of a heterogeneous power delivery
system with an optimal voltage clustering exhibits a reasonable
power efficiency, despite only three switching converters. The
efficiency increases rapidly and saturates with additional SMPS
converters. The load current of a single SMPS converter decreases
with an increasing number of SMPS converters, degrading the
power efficiency of both the converter [4] and the overall power
delivery system. Thus, an excessive number of off-chip or in-
package converters is avoided with the proposed power supply
clustering algorithm, producing a power and area efficient system of
power converters and regulators.

5. Co-design of power supplies in circuit benchmarks

The efficiency of a heterogeneous power delivery system with
separation of power conversion and regulation is compared in this
section with other power delivery approaches. Several test cases
have been evaluated based on IBM power grid benchmarks [40] to
determine the power efficiency with and without power separation.
The test cases and simulation results are described in Section 5.1.
Power delivery with on-chip regulation in circuits with multiple
power domains [30] is considered in Section 5.2.

5.1. Power supply clustering of IBM power grid benchmarks

Five test cases have been considered based on IBM power grid
benchmarks [40] to evaluate the efficiency of the power separation

Fig. 5. A single step of the recursive power supply clustering algorithm for a heterogeneous power delivery system with S¼3 and L¼N¼ 5, (a) a single LDO ðl3 ¼ 1Þ, (b) two
LDO regulators ðl3 ¼ 2Þ, and (c) three LDO regulators ðl3 ¼ 3Þ in a high voltage SMPS cluster.
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principle in circuits with hundreds of power domains and tens of
different supply voltages. The voltage map of a VDD and VGND M
6 metal layer at normalized (x,y) locations is depicted in Fig. 8(a).
The actual voltage drop in the metal layer M 6 is VDD�VGND, as
shown in Fig. 8(b) for the ibmpg 1 benchmark. Different circuits in
ibmpg 1 operate with different supply voltages, varying from 0.5 V
to 1.5 V. A total number of 66 voltage domains with voltage levels
ranging from 0.5 V to 1.8 V with a 0.02 volt shift fV ðiÞ

DD ¼ 0:5 Vþ i �
0:02 Vgi ¼ 65

i ¼ 0 is considered in this analysis. Each of the benchmarks is
partitioned into voltage domains based on the voltage maps, and the
area of each domain is determined. The current within a benchmark
circuit is assumed to be uniformly distributed. The current load of a

domain is therefore assumed to be proportional to the area of the
domain. The voltage within each domain is regulated by an LDO,
ensuring that the total number of on-chip LDO regulators is the
same as the number of voltage domains. To illustrate the process in
which a test case is generated, specifications for several voltage
domains in ibmpg 1 are listed in Table 1. The total number of nodes
processed in ibmpg 1 is 30,027. A total current of 10 A is assumed to
be consumed by the circuits represented by ibmpg 1.

Test cases for the IBM benchmarks, ibmpg 2, ibmpg 3, ibmpgnew 1,
and ibmpgnew 2, are generated in a similar way. The proposed power
supply clustering algorithm is demonstrated in Matlab and applied to
all of the test cases on a multi-core system with four Intel(R) Core

Fig. 6. Algorithm to determine LDO input voltages for power efficient clustering.
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(TM) i3-2120 CPU @ 3.30 GHz processors and 2,498 MB memory.
A voltage drop of 0.1 V within an LDO is assumed. The power grid
specifications and simulation results with and without power supply
clustering are listed in Table 2.

Power clustering with the proposed algorithm exhibits orders of
magnitude shorter CPU time than the exhaustive approach. Those
power grids with a range of LDO output voltages up to 0.20 V
(ibmpgnew 1 and ibmpgnew 2) exhibit a high power efficiency of 93%
despite only two SMPS clusters. The power efficiency of these grids
increases by 2.5% as compared to a power delivery system without

power separation. Increasing the power efficiency in those power
grids with a large number of SMPS clusters (94% with ten switching
converters) requires excessive area. Alternatively, the ibmpg 1 bench-
mark exhibits a wider range of LDO output voltages, 0.5–1.5 V, and
therefore, a low power efficiency of 68% without power supply
clustering. The effectiveness of power separation is shown to be
significant in ibmpg 1 with a 10.2% and 21.1% increase in power
efficiency with, respectively, S¼2 and S¼10 SMPS clusters as
compared to S¼1. Separation of power conversion and regulation
is therefore particularly important in those systems with a wide
range of on-chip supply voltages and voltage drops. To provide high
quality power in dynamically scaled multi-voltage circuits, the
efficiency of the power supply clustering is dynamically evaluated.
The proposed power supply clustering algorithm exhibits an order of
magnitude smaller CPU runtime as compared with the exhaustive
method, while providing identical clusters. With the proposed
approach, the switching converters and linear regulators can be co-
designed in runtime for power and area efficient management of the
energy budget.

5.2. Power supply clustering and existing power delivery solutions

The separation principle is illustrated in circuits C1 and C2 with
multiple power domains V ðAÞ

DD ¼ 1:4 V, V ðBÞ
DD ¼ 1:2 V, and V ðCÞ

DD ¼ 1:0 V,
and the on-chip voltage conversion and regulation scheme
used in [30]. A maximum voltage drop ðVDropÞ of 5% of the input
voltage at the I/O interface ðVSMPSÞ is allowed at POLs within all of
the power domains ðVDropr0:05VSMPSÞ. The total area of the
circuits, C1 and C2, is similar. The area of C1 is dominated by the
low power domain C, while the area of C2 is dominated by the high
performance power domain A. The current density J and normal-
ized area per power domain are listed in Table 3 for both circuits.
To support on-chip voltage conversion and regulation within the
power domains A;B; and C in C1 (C2), a single input voltage
VSMPS¼1.45 V (VSMPS¼1.50 V) is used in the original configuration
without power separation [30]. Note that the input voltage
VSMPS¼1.45 V (VSMPS¼1.50 V) is higher than the highest supply
voltage V ðAÞ

DD ¼ 1:4 V to maintain the required margin for on-chip
voltage regulation with a reasonable number of 50 (60) on-chip
LDO regulators in C1 (C2). Alternatively, the power can be con-
verted separately off-chip or in-package for each power domain
and regulated on-chip within each power domain. The input
voltages and power efficiency for on-chip voltage regulation with
and without separation of power conversion and regulation is
listed in Table 4 for both circuits. In the proposed configuration,
three off-chip or in-package SMPS supply three different voltages,
V ðAÞ
SMPS ¼ 1:47 V, V ðBÞ

SMPS ¼ 1:26 V, and V ðCÞ
SMPS ¼ 1:05 V to, respectively,

power domains A;B; and C, yielding a power efficiency as high as
95.2%. To regulate the on-chip voltage with the required number of
LDO regulators, the voltage at the output of each SMPS is designed
with a margin of 5% of the required on-chip supply voltage
(V ðiÞ

DD ¼ 1:05V ðiÞ
DD). Without separating power conversion and reg-

ulation, the choice of off-chip supply voltage is determined by the
supply voltage in the high performance power domain, exhibiting
a higher voltage drop (VSMPS�V ðCÞ

DD ¼ 0:45 V in C1) and a lower
power efficiency (77.3% in C1) in low power circuits. Alternatively,

Fig. 7. Power efficiency of heterogeneous power delivery system based on a
recursive power supply clustering algorithm.

Fig. 8. Test case ibmpg 1 with (a) VDD and VGND voltage map, and (b) VDD�VGND

voltage drop across the circuits in metal layer M 6.

Table 1
Power grid specifications for 0.8 V, 1.0 V, 1.2 V, 1.4 V, and 1.6 V domains based on
ibmpg 1 test case.

Voltage domain id 15 25 35 45 55

Supply voltage (V) 0.8 1.0 1.2 1.4 1.6
Number of nodes 636 820 1297 19 0
Area (%) 2.12 2.73 4.320 0.062 0
Supply current (mA) 212 273 432 6.2 0
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an enhanced choice of V ðiÞ
SMPS voltages is possible by separating

power conversion and regulation, exhibiting a lower voltage drop
(V ðiÞ

SMPS�V ðiÞ
DDr 0.07 V in C1) and a higher power efficiency (95.2%

in C1).

6. Conclusions

On-chip power regulation and delivery are necessary for deliver-
ing high quality power to modern high performance integrated
circuits. Dynamic power management is employed in modern
systems to efficiently manage the energy budget. For efficient
adaptive power management, power should be converted with
efficient power converters and dynamically regulated with ultra-
small on-chip regulators. To avoid excessive usage of switching
converters, the power efficiency as a function of the number of SMPS
clusters is determined.

Dynamically co-designing tens of power converters with hun-
dreds to thousands of on-chip regulators is a primary concern in
an energy efficient power delivery system. An exhaustive solution
that determines the on-chip power supply clusters with the
highest power efficiency is, however, computationally inefficient
and impractical in real time systems. Thus, an algorithm to
recursively cluster a heterogeneous power supply system with
polynomial computational complexity is presented. An order of
magnitude speedup is exhibited with the proposed algorithm as
compared with exhaustive clustering. Up to a 21% increase in
power efficiency is demonstrated on IBM benchmarks with more
than two switching converters. A dynamically controlled hetero-
geneous integrated power delivery system is shown to be a
computationally and power efficient alternative to existing ad

hoc methodologies that employ either switching or linear on-
chip power supplies.

To achieve a power efficient system, power should be primarily
converted off-chip, in-package, and/or on-chip with power effi-
cient switching supplies, and regulated with ultra small linear low
dropout regulators at the point-of-load. To dynamically co-design
tens of power converters with hundreds to thousands of on-chip
regulators, the optimal clustering of the on-chip LDO regulators
within the SMPS voltage clusters is determined that maximizes in
runtime the power efficiency of the overall power delivery system.

A systematic methodological solution is required that inte-
grates the proposed clustering algorithm within an on-chip power
delivery and management platform. Different architectures, analog
circuits for sensing, sophisticated routing algorithms, and dynamic
control of the on-chip power in terms of the quality of power and
efficiency of the overall power delivery system are topics of future
interest.
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